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KINK SPEAKS
HE'S NOT the world's most masculine man, but he knows what he is, he's
glad he's a man and so is Lola. So is Lola what? Is Lola really a man as well
or is she glad he's a man?

This story -line within the Kinks' revitalizing single 'Lola' is written in
typical Ray Davies bouncy ambiguities. You have to decide for yourself
whether the lovely lady/fellow is a fellow or a lady ... Whichever, it will
be a bizarre example of either.

"When we first did the song", grinned Ray,
blowing kisses at me from the floor.
The song is actually meant to show
that things aren't always what they
seem. In such realms, you could
think one thing and something else
would be hidden, lurking in a

shadow. I like writing songs with
stories about people. I live in a

strange world to some, but I think
the straight world is a lot stranger.
Everything is really a great comedy
with a stage manager somewhere
watching the whole thing going
along.

TREADING

DANGEROUSLY

"I'm the one taking the chance",
he explained, "the writer is the one
who treads dangerously, but if you
read into the lyric, you'll see the
song is only about friendship. I

don't get many repercussions, but it
doesn't bother me when I do,
because it means someone has
taken the trouble to listen close. I'd
been thinking about writing 'Lola'
for a long time, as it was an
interesting subject. I like people -
even the ones without much
character. In fact, those are usually
the ones that have the best
personalities; the others have to
replace it with an act. My whole
intention was to build a complete
record. The LP we're doing has a
story -line and 'Lola' is part of that,
too."

You listen close - exactly what
is Lola?

"It really doesn't matter what
sex Lola is", he concluded. I think
she's alright ..."

LON GODDARD

THE KINKS

"I had the cameramen

Tony Joe -/.old!

1:g, New Sing/e!
TONY JOE WHITE has been added
to the Isle of Wight Festival bill.
The 27 -year -old American singer
will be appearing at the Festival on
either August 28 or 29 - the details
have yet to be finalised.

Meanwhile, White's follow-up to
his hit single, 'Groupy Girl', will be
'Save Your Sugar for Me', to be
released on August 21, three days
before he arrives in Britain.

Besides the Festival, Tony Joe
White will also record his own
half-hour special for BBC television
as well as guesting on the Bobbie
Gentry and Tom Jones television
shows.

Details are also being finalised
for him to appear at London's
Royal Albert Hall in November. So
far, no specific details have been
announced. TONY JOE WHITE

OPINION
PEYTON'S PLACE

WHAT THE hell is going on at the BBC? Every Saturday night on BBC
1 Ned Sherrin hosts a half-hour quiz programme in which words are
spoken and allegations made which would make this page blush if we
reproduced them (and we're not sensitive).

Yet on Radio 1 Kenny Everett makes one off the cuff remark about
the Tory Minister's wife called Peyton and is sent packing with a flea in
his ear.

On whose orders? Hardly likely to be Mr. Douglas Muggeridge, head
of Radio 1, because he's on holiday. Nor his deputy Mr. Mr. Mark
White. (We know he is a very reasonable man).

And if the rest of the BBC hierarchy are prepared to allow the
scurrilous Sherrin show to go on chucking the mud about, it's unlikely
that Kenny got his marching orders from that quarter.

So we are left with the politician. Mr. Peyton admits he made a
complaint about the comment. And he also admits to be Minister of
Transport. And that is only a whisper away from Mr. Chataway who
could easily have had a word in Lord Hill's ear.

Of course, Everett should have been suspended for a month and lost
£200 salary. When there is a programme (some people call it a"Festival
of Filth") as blue as Sherrin it is ridiculous to fire him.

Record Mirror believes it is wrong that there should be a double
standard at the BBC - one for television and one for radio. And we are
also very worried about the gossip in Peyton's Place.


